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Abstract: Modern agricultural technology management is nowadays crucial in terms of the economy and the global market, while food safety, quality control, and environmentally friendly practices should not be neglected. This review aims to give perspectives on applying big data analytic and modern technologies to increase the efficacy and effectiveness of the coffee supply chain throughout the process. It was revealed that several tools such as wireless sensor networks, cloud computing, Internet of Things (IoT), image processing, convolutional neural networks (CNN), and remote sensing could be implemented in and used to improve the coffee supply chain. Those tools could help in reducing cost as well as time for entrepreneurs and create a reliable service for the customer. It can be summarized that in the long term, these modern technologies will be able to assist coffee business management and ensure the sustainable growth for the coffee industry.
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1. Introduction
Recently, many problems have arisen in the agricultural sector of Thailand. Especially, the agri-products do not meet international standards because of farmers' lack of knowledge and marketing insight. Thus, they cannot be competitive with other entrepreneurs. Moreover, this will lead to a lack of opportunities for finding new markets and increasing market share in the future [1].

These issues reflect the fact that farmers still lack the tools for sustainable development, particularly in terms of know-how about increasing productivity in the production process in the long term. Therefore, entrepreneurs are focusing on big data analysis for raising productivity and controlling the quality of the production process system. Thus, big data analysis can be applied for developing, improving, and increasing productivity and efficiency. Likewise, big data can be applied to operations and operating systems' control to meet both farmers' and consumers' needs. Nowadays, more people are becoming interested in studying big data and applying it to organizations in the agricultural industry sector, as shown in Figure 1.

Moreover, big data can be applied in supply chain management for building organizations’ competitive advantage by using a data supply chain (DSC). It will help in examining interconnected data characteristics and their relationship to and impact on the organization. In the same way, it can assist with the agile monitoring and management of supply chain risks in the process management framework [2,3]. Therefore, big data is one of the most
essential tools in organization management and will likewise enable entrepreneurs to operate their businesses sustainably in the future [4].

Currently, technology is being applied in many agricultural sectors, where it is adopted to increase operational efficiency and create value in the business. Technology is used in the production industry to increase opportunities and productivity as well as to reduce costs, resources, and management. As a result, modern technology is progressing and contributing to greater efficiency [5]. Agricultural technology refers to technology or machines used for the agricultural production process, such as farmland, operations, and production [6]. It can help in the design and practical use of the agricultural process at all stages [7]. It comprises emerging digital technologies such as remote sensing [8–11], wireless sensor networks (WSN) [12,13], cloud computing [12,14,15], the Internet of Things (IoT) [13,16–18], image processing [19–21], and convolutional neural networks (CNN) [19].

Meanwhile, a smart farm is part of the agricultural revolution towards green agriculture necessary for the new world, with science and technology at the center of its operation process. Smart farming can increase a coffee plantation's productivity and create high-quality coffee beans following customers' needs [20]. Additionally, it is used to create innovation and improve the reality of customer demand and the appropriate redesign of the value chain. Smart farming can be used to control the quality of the environment and resources based on human food needs [21,22]. Likewise, smart farming will lead to creating safe and environmentally friendly practices [23,24]. Big data can help improve the forecasting and operational efficiency of large-scale farms in the future [25].

Hence, smart farming will lead to modern farms in which agricultural management with suitable and sophisticated technology will consist of sensors, devices, machines, and information technology. Additionally, smart farming will increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the agricultural production process, for example, using new technology to increase the value of products and integrating smart technology for cross-industry technology. These advanced technologies include (a) next-generation farms use traceability
technology such as QR code, RFID, and blockchain; (b) precision agriculture and predictive analytics, for example, remote sensing, WSN, and CNN; (c) robotic and drone; (d) plant data/analysis such as vertical application, ad/media application, business intelligence, analytics and visualization, analytics infrastructure, and structured database; (e) smart irrigation, for example, data collection, irrigation control, 4G/3G/NB-IoT, data processing, failure alarm, and video surveillance; (f) farm management software consisting of cloud computing, the Internet of Things, CPS, and machine learning). Those technologies will help businesses increase their profitability, efficiency, safety, and environmentally friendly operations, as shown in Figure 1.

According to the outline mentioned above, the smart farming technologies played important roles in supplying organic agriculture products, which are now in higher demand [26]. The technologies could assist in control and reduce the use of chemicals, antibiotics, and synthetic chemical fertilizers, which is good for the health of both consumers and farmers. Big data can also enhance the production industry’s business model to become the future’s modern agricultural technology [27].

Sustainable growth is defined as the optimal growth rate that can be preserved without creating other significant economic, environmental, and human problems into the future [28]. Currently, sustainability has three aspects: (a) Economics—relevant to practically obtainable growth in operation and finance that a company could maintain without problems, also increased efficiency and productivity effectiveness. (b) Environment—the environmental aspect is manufacturing that is environmentally friendly (reuse, reverse, and recycle) in the long term without creating pollution to the environment, for example, economizing of water, reducing waste in production process and zero waste implementation, protecting soils by stopping insecticide and fertilizer, preserving land use, reducing the destruction of nature and forest to keep high biodiversity, and reducing pesticides and chemical usage. (c) Human—creating engagement within the community and creating cooperation between company and community [29]. It is among the most important issue for modern agricultural management.

Coffee is popular in the modern world. It is considered an important consumer product and economic crop that creates value for the food industry in domestic and export markets [30,31]. Typical coffee supply chain from utmost upstream to downstream customer is shown in Figure 2. When analyzing the process, it was found that the cost of coffee production in Thailand from plantings to the roasted beans coffee is relatively high when compared with coffee-making from neighboring countries [32]. The major problems such as high cultivation costs, lack of cultivation standards to produce high-quality coffee, and unplanned incoming material (coffee cherry) that led to continuous losses and disappearing customer confidence were identified [33–35].

Problems and challenges in managing the coffee supply chain were identified. It was realized that they may be solved largely by adopting big data and smart technology in coffee farmer database management. Big data can potentially increase the coffee supply chain’s effectiveness in the long run [36–40]. Several technologies and related tools were discovered in solving coffee operations and production problems. Han et al. [41] applied SVM to increase production crop through yield prediction (90%). Pinto et al. [19] used the image processing technique for sorting defective coffee beans with higher efficiency of 72.4–98.7%. Moreover, Apiletti and Pastor [42] applied data mining for improving coffee quality when serving to downstream customers. It was clear that improving the performance of the coffee supply chain could be done via big data. Additionally, the sustainability aspect of the application is also of great interest to modern agricultural management.
This review article will make an attempt to provide the insight that big data technology can create several benefits for coffee production to improve efficiency and quality in the coffee supply chain from upstream to downstream, driving it towards sustainable growth. These technologies allow entrepreneurs to upgrade coffee production. The strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats will be sought to improve the coffee production quality to meet international standards. The gap between existing applications of big data and modern technology in general agricultural practices will be identified, with emphasis on the coffee supply chain. If entrepreneurs can integrate big data in coffee supply chain, it is expected that they will be able to operate their businesses more sustainably in the future.

2. Big Data in Agricultural Management

The literature review conducted for this study was based on three steps: (a) gathering of related work; (b) filtering of essential work; (c) analysis of relevant work in detail. The related work keywords were filtered from articles and conference papers based on scientific databases, including Science Direct, IEEE Explore, Emerald Insight, Web of Science, and Google Scholar. Then, most of the papers were searched by the selected keywords, and the relevant related work was filtered. After that, these papers were checked on the database application system. Finally, a review and analysis of the overall data of each article were performed.

2.1. Big Data Application in Agriculture

According to Chi et al. [20], the characteristics of big data can be grouped under three dimensions as follows:

- **Volume (V1):** The size of data collected for analysis.
- **Velocity (V2):** The time window is beneficial and relevant to the data.
- **Variety (V3):** Multi-technology application (for example, images, videos, remote sensing, and sensors), multi-temporal (differentiation of dates/times of data collection), and multi-resolution (differentiation of spatial resolution of data).

Big data can be expressed according to the three “V”s above and can present complex data in a simple data structure that is easy to understand [14,43–46].

In this study, the review and investigation have been conducted over the application of techniques and tools for solving problems in 10 agricultural areas using big data analytic.
The big data techniques applied in previous research in those areas were assessed through three aspects, volume, velocity, and variety, scoring on three levels, low, medium, and high. The result is initially displayed in Figure 3. The list of related references is shown in Table 1.

The assessment approach implemented in this work has been inspired by Kamilaris et al. [41]. The application of big data in agriculture has recently been gaining attention, which is evidently realized from Table 1. Big data was used in agricultural management in weather and climate change to predict the yield of croppers and apply digital technology in land management to increase the planting system’s efficiency. Moreover, crop management applied big data and machine learning to protect against plant and soil diseases, weeds, and other pests in order to get a good quality of the product. Additionally, farmers’ decision-making in relation to the process was assisted by defining the function of problems or elements, for example, value and goals, problem detection, problem definition, observation, analysis, analysis of intention, implementation, and responsibility. The big data applications were exposed in farmers’ insurance and finance, which could increase commercial agriculture production. Big data logical can also increase the agri-business value chain in the agriculture industry or even in animal husbandry research. Machine learning and big data were detected in predicting animals or pests per crop, which could increase the precision farming forecast.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agricultural Area</th>
<th>Assessment Aspect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Farmers’ insurance</td>
<td>V3 (Variety)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmers’ decision making</td>
<td>V2 (Velocity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biodiversity</td>
<td>V1 (Volume)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crops</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Implementation of big data in 10 agricultural areas based on three aspects: volume (V1), velocity (V2), and variety (V3).

Table 1 reveals recent research where big data techniques were applied in ten agricultural areas. After reviewing and analyzing relevant related work, we can identify and classify each group (volume, velocity, and variety) from the author’s average rating, which specifies the three levels of high, medium, and low. The results found that most of the papers concern medium-to-high volume and low-to-medium levels of velocity and variety.

However, the literature gaps can be observed from the three aspects analysis. In terms of volume, it was found that weeds area data encountered were rather limited while a high volume of data were detected among weather, land, food security, farmers decision-making, and farmers’ insurance. For the velocity aspect, a low level of data were found in weather, animals, soil, biodiversity, and farmers’ decision-making, which was in contrast to a high level of data concerning weeds. Finally, in terms of variety, none of the agricultural area was found to have high level of technology variety. The areas of crops, soil, weeds, and biodiversity were found to have the lowest variety of big data technology implemented.
Table 1. List of previous works that implemented big data in 10 listed agricultural areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>Agricultural Area</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Land</td>
<td>Mitiku, F. (2017) [53], Bosselmann, A.S. (2012) [54], and Estrada et al. (2017) [55], Papaskiri et al. (2019) [56], Zeng et al. (2017) [57], Volkov et al. (2019) [58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Animals</td>
<td>McQueen et al. (1995) [59], Kempenaar et al. (2016) [60], Chedad et al. (2001) [64], and Pierna et al. (2004) [61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Soil</td>
<td>Nzeyimana et al. (2017) [68], Tumwebaze and Byakagaba (2016) [69], Alves and Cruvinel (2016) [70], Kim et al. (2019) [71], Rajeswari and Arunesh (2017) [72], Ingale and Jadhav (2016) [52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Food security</td>
<td>Frelat et al. (2016) [77], Jozwiak et al. (2016) [78], Lucas and Chhajed (2004) [79], Mabalay et al. (2013) [80], Tsiligiridis and Ainali (2018) [81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Biodiversity</td>
<td>Hardt et al. (2015) [82], Hallgren et al. (2016) [83], Conversa et al. (2020) [84], Kumar and Kumar (2018) [85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Farmers’ decision making</td>
<td>Bravo-Monroy et al. (2016) [86], Nguyen et al. (2017) [87], Cabrera et al. (2020) [88], Cambra Baseca et al. (2019) [89], Bartkowski and Bartke (2018) [90], Jones and Barnes [91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Farmers’ insurance</td>
<td>Emeana et al. (2010) [92], Martin and Clapp (2015) [73], Songa W. (2018) [93], Akinboro (2014) [94], Suﬁyadi and I (2020) [95]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Techniques and Tools for Big Data Analysis in Agriculture Practice

Currently, supply chain management (SCM) has enabled effective changes to be made towards business management by using integrated technology to increase organizations’ effectiveness and efficiency.

SCM focuses on global issues, including environmentally friendly practices, labor protection law, and economic globalization. On the other hand, SCM requires certain enabling factors to achieve its targets effectively, such as cost and time reduction and customer satisfaction.

In future trends, SCM will concern the inclusion of sustainability and corporate social responsibility and organizations’ risk management. A new approach for collecting supply chain action is being used to redesign supply and demand for increasing profitability and response [96].

Technology and information systems have been used to improve and increase an organization’s profit, and four examples are given below.

(a) Traceability technology such as machine learning, cloud computing, image processing, modelling, and simulation was used to track and trace products from upstream to downstream.

(b) Real-time technology is one of the automated technologies created to perform data collection to replace human labor, and includes sensors, RFID tags, GPS, and so forth.

(c) The Internet of Things (IoT) is a command technology using a voice system. The voice systems are transmitted into an analog computer. Then, the data will be transferred over a network without requiring human-to-human or human-to-computer interaction. For example, Aliev et al. [97] studied the application of smart agriculture by using IoT for measuring the temperature, humidity, and soil moisture of plants. Kulalvaimozhi et al. [98] used an image processing technique to greatly improve the productivity of agriculture to...
increase output to meet demand. Yao et al. [99] used convolutional neural networks to improve the accuracy of image classification and image recognition in agriculture.

(d) An optimized inventory was proposed using smart technology or artificial intelligence to measure, evaluate, and enable data analysis decision-making. The technology helps to reduce risk and determine factors to make decisions for profitability. For example, the usability of machine learning for predicting an inventory plan was investigated [60,100–102], clustering was used for classification and problem-solving [61,103,104], while image processing and remote sensing were used to collect and analyze data. After data detection, the machine system is analyzed and read by a sensor system [20,21,105,106].

Moreover, Rajeswari et al. [107] applied big data to improve agricultural activities by integrating IoT, remote sensing, and cloud computing to increase crop production quality and reduce agricultural products’ cost.

To highlight the techniques and tools applied in big data identification in agricultural practices, six groups of techniques were found extensively from the previous studies. Those research works were assessed based on the three aspects: volume (V1), velocity (V2), and variety (V3) with the level of high, medium, and low. The primary result is shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4](image-url)  
**Figure 4.** Several techniques and tools for big data identification and classification in agricultural areas based on three aspects; volume (V1), velocity (V2), and variety (V3).

From Figure 4, the literature gaps are clear. The application of IoT and remote sensing was popular in agricultural research in all aspects: volume, velocity and variety. Meanwhile, the application of convolutional neural networks (CNN) was in the initial stage with low level of velocity and variety. More works should be dedicated in this area. The contribution of cloud computing in agriculture seems balanced between the three aspects and the growth is still ongoing.

Related researches were gathered and classified into six groups, as shown in Table 2. Sustainable growth for agricultural supply chain has been frequently raised these days. This review attempted to identify three sustainable factors that are related to (a) economics, (b) environment, and (c) human [31] that could be affected when implementing those specific techniques and tools into existing agricultural practice. The first factor, “economics”, can be achieved using modern technologies of image processing, wireless sensor networks (WSN), cloud computing, and convolutional neural networks. Those tools will help with quality control and monitoring, reducing defects and waste products, increasing revenue and profit, and reducing the cost of operation and unit cost. The second factor, “environment”,
could be achieved by the Internet of Things (IoT) and remote sensing. These tools can conserve and enhance natural resources and reduce environmental emissions. Finally, the third factor, “human,” could be achieved where less volume but more labor ability are the goals. Digital agriculture could improve human skills and knowledge performance, and replace labor in some agricultural supply chain stages. However, the “human” factor has not yet been reported as a noticeable result from using current techniques and tools in agricultural practice.

It was proved that the implementation of these big data techniques and tools in the agriculture arena resulted in several benefits. They could support the product control and cost reduction when applying big data [108]. Food safety and security were improved through product traceability technology [109]. The qualities were found better via big data for analyzing and optimizing the contamination risk [110].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>Techniques and Tools</th>
<th>Related Sustainable Aspect</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Wireless sensor networks (WSN)</td>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Kassim et al. (2014) [12], Biradar and Shabadi (2017) [13], Ojha et al. (2015) [111], Shinghal and Srivastava (2017) [112], Rathinam et al. (2019) [113]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Internet of Things (IoT)</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Biradar and Shabadi (2017) [13], Li (2012) [18], Elijah et al. (2018) [116], Yoon et al. (2018) [117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Image processing</td>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Pinto et al. (2017) [21], Chi et al. (2016) [20], Manickavasagan et al. (2005) [21], Umamaheswari et al. (2018) [118], Khirade et al. (2015) [119]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Convolutional neural networks</td>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Pinto et al. (2017) [21], Barbosa et al. (2020) [120], Neuvuori et al. (2019) [121], Adhitya et al. (2019) [122]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Section 2 concludes the agricultural areas where the roles of big data have been placed. In addition, techniques and tools for big data identification and classification in general agriculture practice are displayed herein. These tools could be promoted in coffee supply chain to some extent. The potential tools will be discussed in a subsequent section.

3. Big Data and Modern Technologies Used in Coffee Supply Chain

This section presents potential smart technologies that can be used in different stages of the coffee supply chain in the context of a review of articles related to the coffee industry from upstream plantation to final downstream customer.

Coffee is one of the major economic crops with high market growth. Specifically, Arabica coffee was promoted as a suitable replacement plant for opium and helped in part to stop shifting cultivation, which deploys large mountainous lands. Arabica coffee can be grown successfully on high slopes that are not suitable for other field crops. Since coffee is a perennial shrub that can be harvested for many years, it helps prevent shifting cultivation. The harvesting and processing of coffee beans are not complicated. The product can be stored without rotting like some other agricultural products and it is convenient to
transport. Moreover, good-quality coffee also has a high price and is always in demand both in domestic and in international markets [34].

Currently, the coffee business is becoming interested in using smart technology in their operations, with the prospect of using smart machines in the processing, production, and all parts of the organization in combination. Components of the intelligent factory may include automatic machines, robots, the Internet, cyber-physical systems, big data, advanced devices, sensors, and so forth in the automatic work process [125]. All technologies, when combined, can be a substitute for human labor, help to analyze big data, and improve the organization’s management. The techniques for smart coffee farming involving big data are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Techniques and tools for big data analysis in coffee supply chain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Technique and Tool</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Wireless sensor networks (WSN)</td>
<td>Kodali et al. (2016) [126], Bolaños et al. (2018) [127]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cloud computing</td>
<td>Rodríguez et al. (2020) [128]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Internet of Things (IoT)</td>
<td>Bolaños et al. (2018) [127]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Image processing</td>
<td>Faridah et al. (2013) [129]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Remote sensing</td>
<td>Santos et al. (2010) [130]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Traceability technology</td>
<td>Smith (2018) [131]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Blockchain</td>
<td>Thiruchelvam et al. (2018) [132]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are a form of network communication with many sensors enabling wireless communication among themselves [133]. A WSN system is composed of an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and a transceiver with an antenna [134]. These sensors monitor all types of data, including soil and weather parameters, with a soil moisture sensor and a leaf wetness sensor. These data were used as input data for an agricultural support system.

After that, these sensors were connected to an eKo node. Then, all the data were transmitted to the eKo base station for network communication with the eKo gateway and connected with a PC for analysis of all the data input [135]. In this way, the system increased the efficiency of water-saving irrigation, sprinkler irrigation, and localized irrigation techniques by 40%, 60–80%, and 60–90%, respectively. Thus, WSNs can improve coffee production yield, while sprinklers and drip irrigation can improve coffee production efficiency and effectiveness [126,127].

Cloud computing is an advanced technology that refers to the manufacturing and support of the Internet of Things (IoT) and Internet of Service (IoS) and virtualization. It can be circulated and share the manufacturing resources into the operation and service. The system can cover all parts of the product lifecycle, product design, simulation, production, and maintenance, enabling manufacturing to have intelligent processes, production, and management [4,136]. The Internet of Things is the key technology and is connected to a cloud system, allowing automatic management [137].

In general, the coffee production computer version (CV) was used by coffee farmers to deal with money investment and planning time. The coffee farmers’ integrated system comprises image acquisition (photo capture), pre-processing (space of image), noise reduction (picture element), segmentation (image detection), and feature extraction (finding the contour function). Coffee farmers utilized cloud computing to reduce the money needing to be invested and increase their planning time efficiency. The system was applied in the coffee farming process to reduce the time taken to estimate coffee production and increase the quality of coffee cherries.

A CNN (Faster R-CNN) model was used to detect coffee’s color shade in four groups (white, green, cane green, and blue-green); in this study, the CV could be classified, and the neural network model could extract each color shade of the coffee. The dataset of colors was then analyzed by applying the Canny method [138,139]. A mobile application was used to develop the process and store records. Photos and videos of coffee tree branches
were taken on a mobile phone app using an inertial sensor. The photos or videos were then evaluated, and different algorithms were implemented for quality detection before storage and synchronization of each record [128].

The Internet of Things (IoT) is an interrelated computing system including mechanical devices and digital machines for identifying and transferring a data network without requiring human-to-human or human-to-machine interaction [4,137]. In agricultural practices, the IoT was used to monitor farming, for example, collecting data on temperature, rainfall, humidity, wind speed, pest infestation, and soil content. In the coffee process, IoT can be used to solve the problems and control the quality of coffee, such as using a drone for fertilizing, garden irrigation by using the smart valve, and soil moisture sensor module [4].

In coffee production, an integrated system was composed of environmental sensors (temperature, humidity, coffee bean moisture, and pH) and a micro-controller [140]. The IoT was used in the coffee process to increase efficiency and reduce the cost of production. The system was applied in the production process in order to eliminate the frequency of human monitoring and remove the possibility of human error causing processing failures. Data were collected from the fermentation stage. Then, the pH level data during the process were sent to the Ubidots cloud platform to analyze the process monitoring and control. For the steps of washing, fermentation, drying, and storage/export, a water temperature sensor, pH level sensor, moisture sensor, and DHP sensor were applied in the coffee production process [141,142].

Smart machines and devices can communicate in machine-to-machine and machine-to-human mode [143]. These machines give businesses with high potential the ability to manage products by an automatically controlled operation. They can improve and report the results of production and any period of self-repair.

A color sorter is a smart machine that can sort colors and defects from agricultural products by performing highly repetitive tasks. Color sorters have been used in agricultural products such as grain, tomato, and coffee beans [120,144–146]. A color sorter was specially designed and fabricated for use in coffee bean production. This machine comprises three parts: a conveyor belt, color sensor, and DC motor. The color sorter has the function of examining the accuracy of the coffee color. Users can set the standards of the color they require. The coffee bean color is extracted by a CCD sensor using image processing principles. CIALAB will set the standard of color with three shade levels (red, blue, and green). Thus, the smart machine can improve the quality of the coffee beans. It can increase coffee sorting efficiency in the coffee production process and reduce the time and costs [146].

Remote sensing is one of the prominent tools for detecting and monitoring specific physical characteristics of an area by measuring reflection and emitting radiation over an area at a distance from a satellite or aircraft. Unique cameras are used to collect and capture several images of the Earth in order to analyze the cultivation of rice, grain, beans [147], and so forth. In the coffee crop, RSI was used to image and describe the coffee seeds by applying genetic programming (GP) to combine texture and spectral information, which can be characterized through two functions, including feature vector extraction (image properties, color, texture, and shape) and similarity computation, differentiating between two images of the feature vectors’ distance. In the coffee crop, RSI was used for analyzing coffee image data by using the SPOT satellite. Then, the images were classified using the Maxver program, and a kappa index analyzed the data for color classification [130].

Currently, creating a product brand is essential, creating confidence in the quality of products, hence the popularity of traceability to know the origin of the product. The application of traceability can maintain an unbroken record of a crop as it moves through the agricultural production and distribution system. The application of traceability is of interest in the detail of coffee farmland. It is essential to ensure the dominant coffee bean and organoleptic test characteristics, odor, color, and texture [130,148,149].
Big data also was used in the coffee industry to create the “Taste of Something” and
differently create the unique fragrance/aroma, flavor, aftertaste, acidity, body, balance,
uniformity, clean cup, and sweetness in potential areas for coffee farm and green bean
production [150]. Thus, the system generated re-farming traceability using system manage-
ment, which led to the creation of exceptional coffee aroma and taste [109]. Additionally,
data technology can dramatically help farmers, such as coffee traceability, quality
prediction of coffee crop yields in terms of physical characteristics (color, odor, and texture)
and chemical characteristics (caffeine level in coffee beans) [151]. Additionally, the system
was applied to the farmland in order to reduce operating costs and increase productivity
while improving customer safety, branding, and customer reliability [131].

A blockchain is one of the systems used to record information to protect data and
prevent hackers from changing the data or cheating the system. A blockchain is essentially
a digital ledger of repeated, replicated, and spread transactions across all the networks
of a computer system [152]. A blockchain was used in the coffee supply chain for cost-
saving, faster delivery, shorter manufacturing times, and good inventory management.
The application of a blockchain can improve the coffee supply chain’s efficiency and
effectiveness [132]. Moreover, a blockchain will increase transparency and efficiency
and covers all the transaction data of every supply chain network [153]. Furthermore,
blockchain technology can improve farmers’ market access, sustainability, and traceability,
and secure high prices, leading to increased fair trade and transparency through the coffee
supply chain to the customers [132].

Big data is necessary for managing the coffee supply chain and operations in the
organization. Moreover, big data is beneficial when data are used to develop and direct the
organization’s strategies. All parts of the data can be linked to each node in the organization,
including marketing, product development, production, processes, and management.
Therefore, the organization can implement all the concepts of intelligent agricultural
technologies. These can help to improve and increase the efficiency and effectiveness
of the agricultural supply chain (through the saving of costs, time, and resources, high
quality, and on-time supply). They can even create more value for agricultural products,
including ensuring reliability and customer satisfaction as well as the ability to operate
their business sustainably. The application of blockchain in the agricultural sector has
appeared for the first time in managing coffee operations. It can later be adopted by other
high-value agri-products. However, work applying convolutional neural networks (CNN)
to coffee research was not yet found. This may present an opportunity for a future study
area in the coffee supply chain.

According to the abovementioned, coffee is a significant product and an economic
plant that creates value for the food industry worldwide. Coffee products and coffee supply
chains are very significant and face several challenges in improving the coffee production
process, such as fluctuating production, climate change, market uncertainty, and emerging
digital transformation towards innovative technology.

Smart technology can be divided into several techniques (wireless sensor networks
(WSN), cloud computing, and the Internet of Things (IoT), etc.) that have been implemented
across other industries to enhance transparency and traceability in the supply chain process.
Meanwhile, the product’s origin can be traced back and followed through the big data
infrastructure system.

4. Towards Sustainable Growth with Big Data and Modern Agricultural Technologies

Lack of sustainable practice in the agriculture or coffee plantation could consist of
(1) poor water management, leading to low yield productivity in farming and coffee cher-
ries production [154]; (2) poor pest and disease management, causing economic loss in
coffee farms, such as coffee leaf rust, black rot, and dieback [155]; (3) lack of cropping
systems, affecting loss in the overall production of coffee or agriculture farming [156];
(4) scarcity of nutrient management, bringing about impaired quality of a product [157];
(5) lack of labor availability, high-cost investment, and lack of good management, leading
to the poor competitiveness [158]; (6) inferior processing methods, affecting the quality of the product [159]; (7) poor drying and storage facilities that damage coffee beans [160]; (8) lack of waste and pollution management, causing severe environmental problems [33]. Additionally, poor farming management can lead to (1) land degradation from poor land and water management, endangering food security and increasing poverty [161]; (2) threatening food security and possibility of water scarcity [162]; (3) poverty due to drop in the GDP [163]; (4) adverse risk in human health from environmental pollution and high-risk pesticides [164].

Big data and modern technologies can be applied to the process of agricultural production and also simultaneously create sustainable growth. For example, wireless sensor networks (WSN) may be applied in managing the water usage in order to improve the yield of coffee and using sprinklers and irrigation for a high growth rate of coffee trees [27,126]. Internet of Things (IoT) may be used to collect data on pests and diseases, with drone for fertilizer feeding, and by using the smart valve for irrigating coffee trees and a sensor module for soil moisture control [4]. Moreover, utilization of IoT, remote sensing, and cloud computing in crop management can increase crop production yield and quality [72]. Machine learning may be employed to control the quality of product and reduce the production process cost, such as in a color sorter machine, used to separate coffee cherries before delivering them to fermentation and drying [144–146,165]. A modern drying machine with automation technology for moisture control and improved heat transfer may be introduced to the modern coffee farm [166–169]. Finally, the convolutional neural networks (CNN) and mathematical modelling can be used to optimize the process to reduce the defects and wastes and maximize the yield and product qualities [138,139].

This way, big data can drive towards the sustainable growth in terms of economics, environments, and human: the technology of wireless sensor networks (WSN), Internet of Things (IoT), remote sensing, and machine learning focuses on economics, Internet of Things (IoT) and convolutional neural networks (CNN) will help in terms of the environment, and finally, machine learning will enable the sustainable growth of human. It is rather obvious that big data acts as a brain, while mechanical equipment is used as process facilities, and they work together to enhance the sustainability of the agricultural productions.

5. Discussion and Suggestions for Future Works

In the past, agricultural management has not been widely applied because entrepreneurs did not possess much knowledge about farming management. Thus, this lack of knowledge results in the loss of tracing opportunities, leading to high production costs, irregularity of products, product unsafety, low customer reliability, and poor product accuracy, and so forth.

Currently, smart technology has been applied in many agricultural sectors and also adopted to improve operational efficiency and create value in the business. Moreover, smart technology has been used in agricultural management to raise productivity and increase internal and external market opportunities.

In this case, smart technologies and tools applied in the coffee supply chain were explored. In the upstream, the Internet of Things (IoT) and remote sensing help in monitoring the data on each section of the plantation from seeding to harvesting. Moreover, wireless sensor networks (WSN) can help by checking and supporting the data that is input into the system by the digital sensor system. In the mid-stream, cloud computing and image processing help create reliability and product standards for the customer. Likewise, the customer can also trace back to the original source of plantation [129]. Downstream blockchain technology will help record data and protect data in the system so that it cannot be modified or lost. In the future, blockchain technology may be applied to increase transparency, sustainability, safety and security, fair trade, and price equality [127,170]. This technology can identify suppliers or buyers for the farmers. The price data can be transparently transferred through the farm gate and recorded in the system.
Great effort has been paid in identifying big data technology implementation gaps between general agriculture practice and specific coffee operations. It was revealed that the application of the blockchain in the agricultural sector appeared for the first time in managing coffee operations. This was a good example for other high-value agri-products. Furthermore, none of convolutional neural networks (CNN) work was found on coffee research, while there were many studies in other agriculture areas. Its application to coffee supply chain will be of great interest.

As mentioned in the articles reviewed above, it is considered that the issues that entrepreneurs encounter could be solved using design and smart agricultural technology models to support coffee farmers’ database management. Suppose farmers or entrepreneurs apply these smart technologies for farming management and the production process. These technologies will lead to a surge in the agricultural supply chain’s efficiency and effectiveness. Also, they will help to trace back and follow up agricultural products precisely from upstream to downstream.

In the future, digital agriculture will be important for the agricultural system and lead to sustainable agriculture systems [171]. Digital agriculture is related to digital and geospatial information technologies that combine sensors, analytics, and automation to investigate, evaluate, and manage the landscape’s physical geography and genetic resources [172].

In the same way, digital agriculture can be used to redesign areas for environmental sustainability and sustainably increase high-yield areas and predict product development in the future [173]. Furthermore, digital agriculture could enable real-time data collection and help record data from upstream to downstream [174]. Digital agriculture will help monitor the risks in farmland, from the first step of planting to the end product [154].

Therefore, if farmers or entrepreneurs apply digital agriculture in their farm operations, it may help them to develop the agriculture in a sustainable way [175], including in the following ways: (a) economic: increasing the value of the product and being competitive with other countries; (b) environmental: it can control and reduce waste from the production process and reduce the risks arising from the processing (reducing CO₂ in ozone, carbon footprint measurement, reducing the adverse effects of using chemical fertilizer, etc), and (c) human: it can increase income and increase the knowledge of farmers and entrepreneurs.

Entrepreneurs could benefit from implementing this digital agriculture in farms. Hence, this requires knowledge of entrepreneurs’ readiness and the factors that need to be improved to upgrade production. Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats, and useful suggestions for agricultural production can be presented for manufacturing methods using new agricultural technology.

6. Conclusions

This paper offers a critical review of research articles related to the use of big data in general agriculture and specifically in coffee operations. The gap between the existing application of big data and modern technology in general agriculture practices and in the coffee supply chain was identified.

Initially, the literature was classified into 10 agricultural areas. The big data-related studies in those areas were assessed based on three “V” aspects: volume, velocity, and variety with a level of low, medium, and high. There were mainly six techniques obtainable. For a second time, those techniques and tools were assessed based on three “V” aspects. From this stage, the literature gap on techniques and tools was detected. Subsequently, the big data research on coffee operations was investigated and compared against studies from general agriculture practice. It was realized, herein, that coffee leads in terms of blockchain implementation while lacking in the area of convolutional neural networks (CNN) research.

Sustainability was focused on when applying available big data tools and techniques in the coffee supply chain operations. Only “economic” and “environment” aspects were achieved through the techniques implemented. However, “human” factors remained
elusive. Data analytic tools that are concerned with “human” aspects should be prioritized in the near future.

According to the extensive review in related fields, techniques and tools are available and have been used for big data analysis. These datasets support smart agriculture in the future. This research proposed the use of big data in agriculture and digital agriculture (DA). These technologies may raise the product quality and increase its reliability for customers. Products can be accepted internationally while ensuring sustainability for agriculture and farming in the future.

Accordingly, the outcomes of applying big data and digital agriculture are expected to (a) increase the quality standards and improve the product’s reliability; (b) reduce costs with better production efficiency; (c) raise the standards of production and products, and (d) combine new technologies by introducing database management from research to maximize the profitability of the production process. As a result, big data combined with digital agriculture has promising potential in smart coffee farm operations, ultimately bringing greater profits for this sector.

In the future, all data wireless sensor networks (WSN), cloud computing, Internet of Things (IoT), image processing, remote sensing, traceability technology, and blockchain will be used in the coffee supply. Those big data applications were used to increase the production and business management efficiency that serves the customer needs. The value data can also be applied and predicted all activities, including weather and climate change, land management, crops, soil, food availability and security, farmers’ insurance, and finance in order to produce sustainable coffee growth.
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